The Remarkable Career of a ‘Most Remarkable Workman’:
Johan van der Wyck (1623-1679). A Dutch-educated Military Engineer and Optical Practitioner
PART 2: In the service of the Swedish King and the Duke of Schleswig-Holstein-Gottorp
Huib J. Zuidervaart
The Swedish Army
According to the testimonies collected in
Van der Wyck’s Schutz-Schrifft, he decided
to enter the service of the Swedish army in
1656.1 This career switch meant that for a
long period Van der Wyck would be engaged
in military campaigns, leaving no room for
optical pursuits. A notary deed of December
1656 confirms that Van der Wyck was in contact with a Swedish general in Amsterdam, a
certain ‘Hofsteeter’.2 In the process of preparation for his departure, Van der Wyck made
a last will in January 1657.3 Another preparation probably concerned the purchase of a
set of mathematical instruments made by the
Delft instrument maker Anthony Sneewins.
In Skokloster Castle, a gilded brass graphometer is preserved, made in 1656 by Sneewins.
This instrument was most likely made for Van
der Wyck, who at some moment in time must
have given it to his commander-in-chief, Gustav Wrangel, the owner of Skokloster Castle
(Fig. 9a), where Van der Wyck’s portrait (Fig.
8) also is preserved. Another instrument made
for Johan van der Wyck is a brass gunner’s
quadrant, engraved with his coat-of-arms
(Fig. 9b).4

directly to the Swedish king Carl X Gustav
about his logistical operations. In Pinnenberg,
near Hamburg, he was engaged in building
a bridge across the river Elbe.5 That same
month he was appointed to Adjutant General
of the infantry and artillery of the Swedish
troops around Hamburg. At that moment the
Dano-Swedish War (June 1657 - May 1660)
was only a few months old, and in a response
to the declaration of war by the Danish King
Frederik III, the Swedish forces, attacking
from the south, had made enormous territorial gain. Most of Denmark’s mainland was
occupied by the Swedish army. As the severe
winter had frozen the Danish seawaters, in
February 1658 a large force of 9,000 cavalry
en 3,000 infantry could cross the ice of the
Great Belt, occupying a large part of Seeland,
the island on which the Danish capital Copenhagen is located.
Fig. 8 ‘Obrist’ Johan van der Wyck (16231679). Portrait (88 x 109 cm) attributed
to the painter Abraham Wuchters (16081682). In the upper right corner in red
the inscription reads: “Obrister Wijk”.
(Skokloster Castle, inv. no. 3082).

Van der Wyck’s Swedish career had a quick
start. Already in November 1657 he reported

This rapid shift of territorial power was a
direct threat for the commercial interests of
the Dutch Republic, who in earlier years had
made agreements with the Danish king, enabling Dutch ships to cross the Sont under
profitable conditions. If Copenhagen would
fall into Swedish hands, the Baltic Sea would
become a Swedish inner sea, causing great
harm to Dutch commerce. So, in the sum-

Fig. 9 (left) Gilded brass Graphometer, made in 1656 by Anthony Sneewins, mathematical instrument maker in Delft, given the date, most
likely made for Van der Wyck. At some moment in time the instrument probably is presented to Wrangel, who stored it Skokoster Castle (inv.no.
10598). (right) Brass quadrant (radius 10.5 cm) with the coat-of-arms of Van der Wyck, maker unknown. The instrument is a typical gunner’s
level, with a quadrant arc divided in degrees 45-0-45, with half degrees in the outer rim and a rigid plummet as used in ballistics. In the 18th
century the quadrant is re-used in a different setting, and screwed onto a wooden peg, stuck into the orifice of a wooden cylinder, for the
measurement of the angle of a mercury jet. (Rijksmuseum Boerhaave Leiden, inv. no. 9635).
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Van der Wyck evidently had a good eye for
the technical qualities and knowledge of the
people he met. Skilled assistance was for Van
der Wyck indeed a necessary requirement, because the king had made him responsible for
the fortification of all Swedish strongholds on
the conquered Island of Seeland.
Van der Wyck’s first assignment was to build
new bastions in the harbour of Kørsor, a small
town whose harbour facilitated the supply
of troops and equipment, and therefore was
of vital strategic importance for the Swedish
army on Seeland. So, an appeal was made
to Van der Wyck’s mathematical and practical knowledge of fortification. To strengthen
Kørsor’s defence, he designed two new bastions: one around the mediaeval fortress and
another on a small island in Kørsor’s bay. Van
der Wyck’s design of both bulwarks is still
preserved, drawn together on one piece of
paper, now in Riksarchivet Stockholm (Fig.
10a). Today, one of these bastions still is preserved, while the second fortification has disappeared (Figs 10b & 11).9
The Kørsor fortifications were hardly finished, when in November 1659 the Swedish
troops on Funen (in Danish: ‘Fyn’) were attacked by a combined Danish-Dutch force,
invading from Kiel. King Carl X Gustav, who
at that moment resided in the Kørsor fortress
at the other side of the Great Belt, reluctantly
had to watch from there how his troops on
Funen were defeated at Nyborg, just opposite
of Kørsor. This severe setback for the Swedish enhanced the strategic importance of Kørsor’s harbour as the main line of supply for
the Swedish army on Seeland and Lolland.

Fig. 10 (top) Van der Wyck’s design for two bastions at Kørsor, on the west side of the Danish
Island of Seeland. Map, sent to Carl X Gustav, king of Sweden on 29 September 1659.
(Riksarchivet Stockholm). (below) The present day remains of the 17th century bastions around
the mediaeval fortress (Google Earth).
mer of 1658 a large Dutch fleet of 75 ships
and 15,000 men was sent to the Baltic to assist the Danish king, and indeed Copenhagen
was relieved, together with the city of Danzig
(nowadays Gdansk).
This shift of military balance also affected
Van der Wyck. In August 1658 he was captured by Danish forces near the river Elbe,
after which he became a prisoner-of-war in
Glückstadt.6 From this unfortunate position
Van der Wyck was liberated in June 1659, so
he resumed his active service for the Swedish
crown. In his Danish captivity he had made
his acquaintance with an engineer employed
by the Danish, a man with great skills, who
18

however had not been paid for a long time.
Van der Wyck now recommended him to the
Swedish king, as this man had ‘such good
and vast knowledge about new guns, war machines, waterworks and other useful scientific
machinery, which he all manufactured with
his own hands’. It would be a waste not to employ him in the (better paid) Swedish army.7
A similar recommendation followed in September 1659, when Van der Wyck wrote to
king Carl X Gustav that ‘God had sent us a
extremely bright engineer, a certain Mr. Müller, a good noble man, whose father was one
of the best engineers of the King of France’.8
This man was also hired by the Swedes. So,

Van der Wyck remained active as the main
fortification officer in the region at least until 1660, being busy in places as Kørsor,
‘Draecksholm’ (= Dragsholm Slot), Malmo,
Landskrona and Castle Kronborg in Helsingfors. But then, in 1660, King Carl X Gustav
suddenly died, after which loss the Swedish
and Danish governments agreed to a truce,
forcing the Danish king to accept the loss of
a large territory, especially Danish Sweden
(Skåne), at the north side of the Sont. For
the Swedes this was a precious strategic conquest, for it broke the former exclusive Danish control over the Sont.
Van der Wyck’s last job in fortification was
to secure this conquest, by strengthening the
former Danish fortress in Landskrona at the –
now Swedish – side of the Sont. This was an
urgent task, in view of the threat of the mighty
Dutch fleet, the arrival of which had prevented the fall of Copenhagen. But to secure this
location with bulwarks was a task too large
for the short time available. The he inventive
Van der Wyck launched an original idea. He
advised to use a few obsolete warships and to
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During the whole summer of 1663 he stayed
in the Dutch Republic, his presence being
noted by Christiaan Huygens, as well as by
Isaac Vossius (1618-1689), another Dutch
scholar with a great interest in optics.15 In a
meeting with the well-known French traveller
Balthasar de Monconys, who in 1663 visited
many locations of knowledge in the Netherlands, Vossius praised the Delft telescopes,
with which ‘one could see the mountains on
the moon’.16 However, when Monconys went
to Delft, he was too late, as Van der Wyck just
had left for Stralsund. Shortly before, Christiaan Huygens had expressed as his expectation that Van der Wyck would return to his old
passion of Poleiser (‘polisher’), as Huygens
called it.17 This hunch was indeed correct.
In March 1664, the German scholar Caspar
March (professor in mathematics at the university of Rostock) reported the following
news to his correspondent, the astronomer
Johannes Hevelius in Dantzig:

Fig. 11 Engraved map of the harbour of Kørsor, depicting the two fortifications build by Van
der Wyck in 1659. From: Samuel von Pufendorf, De rebus o Carolo Gustavo, sueciae gestis
commentarium libri septem (Nürberg: Riegel, 1696), Liber VI, p. 568. (Universitäts- und
Landesbibliothek Düsseldorf).
jam them in an organised way at the shore of
the Sont, in front of the citadel. Strengthening
these ships with wooden palisades and aiming
their canons to sea delivered a good stronghold, in a very fast and economical way.10 Van
der Wyck’s advice was indeed followed, and
the territory remained Swedish ever since.11

Stralsund
For our purpose it is not necessary to follow
Van der Wyck’s military career in detail. It is
enough to know that in November 1660 he
was appointed commander of the artillery
in the county of Bremen-Verden, being promoted in January 1662 to the Swedish military commander of Stralsund (a Baltic city
already conquered by the Swedish army in
1630). From now on he had to report to the
Swedish commander-in-chief Carl Gustaf
Wrangel, member of the guardian committee
that governed the country for the five year old
Carl Gustav XI, the new Swedish king. An
extensive correspondence between Wrangel
and Van der Wyck has been preserved, but
unfortunately these letters are strictly devoted
to military affairs and contain no information
on optical matters or other scientific topics.12
This, with the exception of only one letter,
dated 8 December 1664, in which Van der
Wyck reports about his observation of the
“great comet” of 1664.13
It was in this high position of commandant
of Stralsund, that Van der Wyck was con-

fronted with nasty accusations, concerning a
presumed severe misconduct years before. In
May 1657, somewhere between Antwerp and
Brussels, a civil barque had been attacked and
plundered. According to some Swedish diplomats, who visited the area early in 1663, it
was said that a certain Johan van der Wyck
had been the leader of this fierce attack. The
said event had happened, just when Van der
Wyck was en route from Delft to Poland,
where he would join the Swedish army. So,
in theory, he indeed could have been involved
in this robbery.
In May 1663, when Van der Wyck heard about
these accusations, he immediately requested
general Carl Gustaf Wrangel permission to
leave his post and to go to the Southern Netherlands, in an attempt to clear his name. In the
following months Van der Wyck collected numerous statements of persons that could testify about his behaviour as a Renomirter Ehrlichen Cavellier.14 After his return to Stralsund, in the fall of 1663, he collected these
testimonies in a Schutz-Schrifft and got them
printed in 50 copies. One of these pamphlets
survived in Copenhagen (see Fig 3a in Part
1). The documents show that Van der Wyck
succeeded to prove that the said attack on the
barque was carried out by a certain Johan van
der Weghe, a farmer’s son from Mechelen.
The trip to save his honour brought Van der
Wyck not only to Mechelen and Brussels,
but also back to Breda, Delft and The Hague.
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The lieutenant-colonel J. von der Wyke,
Commandant in Stralsund, who excels in
Optics, Geometry and other Mathematical
Mechanics, and who gladly would be
acquainted with your honour, has spent
several 10.000 guilders solely on the
grinding of glasses. Everywhere he has
costly apparatus, among others a grinding
dish for a telescopic lens of 30 or 32 feet.
Such a telescope he has presented to the
Royal Majesty of Sweden personally. […]
I have seen Jupiter through such a tube
as a large dinner plate. Recently he has
presented me a lens for a tube of 6 yards
[=18 feet, or about 5.5. meters].18

Preserved Telescopes?
Caspar March’s report of 1664 is the last archival document that testifies about Van der
Wyck’s passion for lens grinding. The mentioned gift of a telescope to the Swedish king
makes one wonder if such an instrument still
has survived. Unfortunately, the Swedish
Livrustkammaren, the museum of the royal
collections, contains no telescope resembling
March’s description. More hope presents
Wrangel’s Skokloster, where several telescopes of the seventeenth century have been
preserved. Some of these have particularities
that suggest a Dutch origin (Fig. 12).19 But
here too, none of these instruments can be attributed with certainty to Van der Wyck.
Something similar can be said of the Brunswick museums. Among the preserved items of
the Dukes of Braunsweig-Lünenburg no optical equipment from 17th century Delft can be
found. There is, however, at another location
one excellent telescope that with a rather high
degree of certainty can attributed to Van der
Wyck.
It was the antique dealer and – always curi19

i . 12 17th century telescope at Skokloster Castle. Iron plated tube, coated with leather depicting hunting scenes. Iron plated tubes were a
common feature of telescopes made in Holland. (Photo by the author, 2010).
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i . 13 Large Dutch or Galilean telescope, with the signature ‘IACOB CUNIGHAM’ and the
date ‘1661’, stamped onto the objective lens cap. Length: 325 mm (closed, with caps), 688 mm
(open, to stop lines, max); diameter: 92 mm (max). (National Maritime Museum, Greenwich,
inv. no. NAV 1547).
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the – now united – Schleswig Holstein territories.53 What Van der Wyck and Swammerdam
discussed together is unknown, but a month
later Swammerdam would leave Bourignon’s
circle, to regain his microscopic researches
in Amsterdam. Living in Bourignon’s direct
neighbourhood had not brought him what he
expected. Swammerdam nevertheless always
stayed in touch with Bourignon as spiritual
leader, exchanging letters with her and translating several of her writings.in Dutch54

Fig. 17 The mansion De Lindenhof in Noordwijk-Binnen. Seat of Van der Wyck and his spouse
from February 1675 until his death in November 1679 and her death in August 1680. Present
state of the building after a renovation in the 18th century.

Friedrich Hans Gloxin (in fact a colleague of
Van der Wyck in the government of Schleswig
Holstein Gottorp), seized the moment to
launch a public smear campaign against the
Major General. Gloxin felt offended by a
statement that Van der Wyck had entrusted
confidentially to a fellow officer, who however appeared to be Gloxin’s brother-in-law.
Not surprisingly, this unflattering opinion had
reached Gloxin, with the result that he challenged Van der Wyck to a duel in October
1674. The Major General just suffered one of
his severe illnesses, so from his sickbed he reacted that this fuss did not deserve the honour
of a rapier. This negative response sparked
an avalanche of printed pamphlets, advocating the position of both sides.48 In the meantime Bourignon used her influence on Van
der Wyck by telling him that what he experienced was a test of God, calling him to resign
from office: ‘You have served the World long
enough’, she wrote. ‘Use the little life you
have left to the service of God’.49
Van der Wyck indeed followed Bourignon’s
advice. In November 1674 he resigned from
the Holstein-Gottorp service. Together with
his wife he returned to the Dutch Republic.
In retrospect, Van der Wyck made a very fortunate decision, for only a few months later
(in July 1675) the Danish king Christian V
would invade Schleswig Holstein Gottorp,
forcing his brother-in-law, Duke Christian
Albrecht, to go into exile. At that moment
Van der Wyck already had settled in the Hol-

land village of Noordwijk-Binnen, where in
February 1675 he had bought the mansion De
Lindenhof from the heirs of Johan Adriaansz
Doublet (1639-1673), a military captain from
Delft (Fig. 17).50

The Village: Civilian in Noordwijkbinnen
Little is known of Van der Wyck’s activities
in Noordwijk-Binnen. In July 1675 he succeeded to expand his property with some
adjacent land, which he chose to transport
before his old friend, the notary-surveyor
Jacob Spoors in Delft.51 However, it seems
that his new life of contemplation did not satisfy the 52-year old Van der Wyck. The news
of his restlessness also reached Bourignon
in Schleswig, who in a letter to a friend remarked that it would be beneficial to Van der
Wyck to meet and speak to his fellow optician Johannes Swammerdam.52 At that time
– August 1675 – Swammerdam, after more
then a year of doubt, finally had decided to
join Bourignon’s community in Sleswig. He
would leave by boat from Amsterdam on 15
September 1675. The following May the two
adherents of Bourignon – both students of
nature and opticians – were together in Copenhagen, on a mission to request mediation
of the Danish king: Van der Wyck, probably
at the request of his former sovereign, the exiled duke of Schleswig Holstein Gottorp, and
Swammerdam, at the request of Bourignon,
who still fought for the return of her confiscated goods and also desired a safeguard for
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Van der Wyck, too, stayed in the Bourignon’s
sphere of influence. Day and night he longs
for my presence’, Bourignon wrote to a disciple in April 1677.55 Van der Wyck even
considered selling his Noordwijk estate, being
prepared to take the financial loss.56 In August
1677 Dodo II, Baron zu Inn- und Knyphausen
(1641-1698), a former Swedish army officer
and also one of Bourignon’s followers, even
offered Van der Wyck a mansion near Emden, where he could become the supervisor of
one of his estates. But the couple refused this
generous offer. They stayed in Noordwijk,
running a household with many servants.57
De Bourignon was not pleased to hear about
this kind of life style: ‘They have not arrived
at that stage of perfection they ought to aspire. The practice is something else than the
theory’, she added to a friend.58 In the mean
time, Van der Wyck and his wife received
several friends in Noordwijk, coming from
various pious groups: not only adherents of
Bourignon, but also persons active in other
parts of the mystical spectrum, such as adherents of the German pietistic preacher Johann
Jakob Schütz from Frankfurt am Main.59
In the autumn of 1678 Van der Wyck fell ill
again, tortured by severe headaches.60 Less
than a year later, in November 1679, death
would free him from his ailments. His wife,
Johanna van Hoorn van Brouhese, followed
her husband into the grave within a few
months. She did not part from life, before she
had made a new last will.61 In line with an
earlier will of 1657, the main heirs of the Van
der Wyck couple remained the children of the
late reverend Eleazar Lotius, in life a Calvinist
pastor in The Hague.62 But other beneficiaries
were also remembered. Substantial legacies
were given to the poorhouses of Emden, Amsterdam and Noordwijk-binnen, as well as to
the local church and orphanage. The parishes
(diaconie) of Noordwijk aan Zee, Katwijk aan
Zee, Bergen op Zoom, Delft and The Hague
also received gifts for the relief of the poor.
Finally, the church of Breda got some money.
Thus, most places where the couple had lived
were remembered in Johanna’s will. But interestingly, not all. No institution or person in
Stralsund, Bremen or Schleswig was remembered; nor any person from the Bourignon circle. The only foreign legacy went to a niece of
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her late husband, demonstrating that at least
some contact with the German family had
been preserved.63 There was also a Delft beneficiary: Maria Catharina Noté (1622-1682),
in whose house at the Oude Delft the couple
probably rented their lodgings in the years
1654-1657.64 Finally three of the couple’s
former servants were remembered, as well as
their Dutch lawyer.65
The grave of both spouses in the medieval
Church of Noordwijk-Binnen was covered
with a costly tombstone bearing two large and
16 smaller escutcheons. This impressive memorial survived the devastation of the French
era, when most heraldic symbols were banned
from the Dutch churches, and many gravestones were ripped of their armorial bearings.
So, today the stone still can be admired in full
glory (Fig. 18). Gone however is the large
wooden memory table that once was clinged
to the wall above the grave, also showing
Van der Wyck’s coat-of-arms, the presence
of which is recorded in the travel journal of
a British visitor to the church in 1698.66 Half
a century later, in 1747, the mere sight of the
gravestone brought a local rhymester to a sentimental poem, remembering a gift to the local orphanage, bequeathed by the widow Van
der Wyck in commemoration of her late husband.67 In January 1680 Johanna donated 700
guilders with the explicit instruction to use
this money for a yearly feast to rejoice the orphans. This yearly event was maintained until
the shutdown of the Noordwijk orphanage at
the end of the nineteenth century. That’s why
in the twenty-first century Johanna van Hoorn
strill is remembered through the naming of a
street in Noordwijk-Binnen, demonstrating
that for posterity it is better to bequeath an orphanage, than to construct famous telescopes
and microscopes.

Epilogue
Johan van der Wyck never published any
scholarly work, but his ingenious optical
products brought him the attention of several royalties and scholars. Moreover, his
life presents a stunning overview of the interrelationship of location with a person’s
achievements. The Breda academy brought
him a lifetime fascination for optics; the city
of Delft inspired him to construct ingenuous
perspective boxes; the Swedish army presented him the opportunity to design and build
bridges and fortifications; at the battlefield in
Northern Germany he could use his gunner’s
knowledge to aim his artillery; at the Kørsor fortress he probably received the request
to make the wonderful Cunigham-telescope,
now in Greenwich; at his Bremen encampment he was selected to host an art-loving
Florentine prince; at Stralsund he could master his organizational and governmental qualities; at Schleswig his soul, tortured by severe
24

tijdelijcke goederen die niet alleen hier, bij
Godt almachticheijt [sijn verkeegen], maer
[ook] hem uijt ’t recht als oudste zoon sijns
vaders huijs competerende sijn’.
4. This unsigned quadrant is only polished and
engraved at one side and therefore it probably
is not made by Sneewins, who always added
a finishing touch to his instruments. As the
coat-of-arms is the most prominent part of the
quadrant, it could be engraved by Abraham
Santvoort, Van der Wyck’s friend from Breda.
In the 18th-century this evidently 17th century
instrument is is re-used in a different setting
and attached to a wooden model for the demonstration of the flow of a mercury jet.
5. Van der Wyck to Carl X Gustav, 27 November 1657. Riksarchivet Stockholm, Skrivelser
till kongl Majt Karl X Gustafs Gustafs tid, vol
26.
6. Stefán Hjartarson, Kampen om fackföreningsrörelsen (Uppsala, 1989), p. 205.
Fig. 18 Tombstone of Van der Wyck and
his wife in the old Church of Noordwijk.
Drawing by Victor de Stuers (19th century),
when the stone was attached to a side wall.
illnesses, found the inspiration ‘to withdraw
from the world’, to leave the world of learning behind and to retreat in contemplation in
the village of Noordwijk-Binnen, where his
grave still can be seen. Van der Wyck’s life
shows that the scientific revolution not only
involved learned scholars, but also smart
practitioners with highly developed practical
skills and religious sensibilities, who seized
the opportunities presented at any location
they encountered.
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